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Executive Summary
This year’s Satellite 2019 conference was more upbeat than the past few years. There was
a general recognition that the industry has changed and is adapting to long-term pricing
declines and performance improvement (e.g., finally accepting Moore’s Law J).
From a broader perspective, the satellite industry seems to be slowly finding its niche in
the context of the evolving telecom sector with 5G and IoT while the positions of LEOs and
GEOs are also sorting themselves out. Long-term industry opportunities exist with HTSLEO systems but there are lots of kinks to work out before getting low-cost customer
equipment.
The proportion of younger attendees and those outside the satellite industry was higher
than in prior years. In general, it seems the sector is becoming comfortable with a higher
rate of change than it has previously experienced.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The issue of security was a bigger issue this year than in the past
Business models for IoT and machine learning are becoming clearer
LEO constellations are part of the future, but the issue of affordable customer
equipment is a massive challenge
Future GEO satellites are likely to be increasingly software-defined, allowing more
flexibility in term of frequency, beam forming, power allocation and other factors
GEO manufacturing demand seems to be rebounding a bit
Acceptance of the need to integrate with 5G technologies is also clear, even if the
approach to doing it is not. Multiple panels had representatives from outside the
satellite industry including airlines and telcos
Legislative issues, including C-band, were top of mind (see detailed summary of
Velocity Government Relations presentation in Section1.7 [beginning at page 14])

In short, evidence is emerging of the industry’s stepping away from the traditional
conservative defense-sector mentality. The satellite industry may not fully embrace the
rapid change/integration of the Silicon Valley approach. However, the acceptance of
change and integration with the rest of the communications sector was evident – at least
in word…
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1 DAY ONE – Monday, May 6, 2019
Armand’s Takeaways from Day One
• Lots of enthusiasm about IoT and 5G
• Space is a priority for the Executive Branch
• Day was marred by SpaceX’s refusal to allow the Summit Ridge Group team to
attend their Monday evening party J
1.1 Opening General Session - What's the (Next) Big Idea?
Moderator
• Karen Jones, Sr. Project Leader, The Aerospace Corporation
Panelists
• Lisa Callahan, VP & GM Commercial Civil Space, Lockheed Martin
• John Finney, Founder, Isotropic Systems
• Shayn Hawthorne, Senior Manager And AWS Ground Station Program Lead,
Amazon Web Services
• Chris Johnson, President, Boeing Satellite Systems International, Space and
Launch, Boeing Company
• Jeb Linton, CTO, Partner Success & Cognitive Security, IBM Watson and Cloud
Platform,
• Robbie Schingler, Co-Founder And Chief Strategy Officer, Planet
• Jean-Luc Vuillemin, Executive Vice President, International Networks, Orange
Business Services
Karen Jones (The Aerospace Corporation)
• By 2020 millennials will be 50% of the workforce
o Entering period of peak influence
o Will give new perspective on communications including space
o 44% more likely to adopt cloud architecture
o 98% have smart phones
What spin-in technologies will be disruptive and change the value chain?
• Lisa Callahan (Lockheed Martin)
o Smart satellites that can be changed, add apps, etc. will give lots of flexibility
o Security is an issue if satellites can be reprogrammed
• Chris Johnson (Boeing)
o Push the envelope on reprogrammable abilities and digital capabilities
§ Investing in fundamental research to improve this
• Shayn Hawthorne (Amazon Web Services)
o AWS ground station is a fully managed cloud-based ground system service
o Will need very secure spacecraft to ensure security is solid at every level as
with a terrestrial network
o Acceptance of risk in terms of what types of constellations and vehicles
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More rapid technology refresh, etc. (i.e., no one wants a satellite with
a 20-year old processor)
Robbie Schingler (Planet)
o Satellites are not special – just a lot of integrated circuits, etc.
§ Seek to leverage consumer technology and adapt for space
environment
§ Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) is transforming all businesses
John Finney (Isotropic Systems)
o Lots of advanced payloads being built
Jeb Linton (IBM)
o AI is the biggest interrupter
o Deep learning has blossomed in last few months and creating huge
disruptions
o Expect deployment of cloud 2.0 technologies (cloud everywhere)
Robbie Schingler (Planet)
o Transitioning space architecture so that it can be upgradable
o Don’t need to take 3 years to build a satellite – can’t predict 15 years into
the future
§

•

•
•

•

Blockchain and distributed security?
• Jeb Linton (IBM)
o Builds from use cases such as supply chain
o The more distributed the data, the more secure it is
o Use block chain to monitor the provenance of each part of a satellite and
each transaction that goes into it (e.g., avoid counterfeit parts)
o We are not only in an age of data but also an age of privacy
§ Block chain can help develop technologies that are distributed and
private
Convergence
• Lisa Callahan (Lockheed Martin)
o Commercial customers now asking for security similar to government
customers
• Chris Johnson (Boeing)
o Current system not designed for complex security
§ Will have tiers of architecture for government and commercial
coexistence
• Lisa Callahan (Lockheed Martin)
o Part of end-to-end security is in the ground systems
• Shayn Hawthorne (Amazon Web Services)
o Commercial and military are often looking for parity of capabilities
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John Finney (Isotropic Systems)
o Can drive network virtualization from the edge of the network
§ Trying to connect to as many as satellites as possible with Isotropics

What role will standards play?
• Jean-Luc Vuillemin (Orange Business Services)
o We believe in standards
o 5G is an opening for satellites as it provides possibility for backhaul and
direct access for customers to the satellite using mobile technology
o Want industry standard for common interface between mobile and satellite
• John Finney (Isotropic Systems)
o 5G will have no impact on satellite with 3.4 billion underserved
o Satellite will pick-up the role of expanding coverage to this group
• Armand’s comment: Not sure how the satellite will get to low pricing needed for
underserved areas without increased standardization
Ambient connectivity
• Shayn Hawthorne (Amazon Web Services)
o Speed and latency will be important for IoT
• Lisa Callahan (Lockheed Martin)
o Customers don’t really care where data comes from
§ Often one device on the ground can access data from terrestrial and
satellite sources
Other
• Robbie Schingler (Planet)
o Value is driven to those who have best analytics
• Jeb Linton (IBM)
o Cloud is containerizing workloads
o Privacy of models a growing issue
o Want to train neural net to learn things, but that others sharing the network
can’t replicate this
o Deep learning is changing the game – don’t need vast amounts of data to
do deep learning – doing cattle facial recognition
1.2 The State of Satellite Financing: The Analysts Speak
Moderator
• Christopher Baugh, President, NSR
Panelists
• Nick Dempsey, Analyst, Barclays Capital
• Simon Flannery, Managing Director, Morgan Stanley
• Sami Kassab, Executive Director, Exane BNP Paribas
• Ric Prentiss, Managing Director, Raymond James
• Giles Thorne, It Hardware & Infrastructure, Equity Research, Jefferies Group
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Chris Baugh (NSR)
• Growth is slowing with operators but still earning money
• Service providers’ business models are all over the map
• Satcom supply growing 213% over next three years
• HTS pricing down 53% between 2017-2020
• Video pricing down 29% between 2017-2020
• Emerging space market
o 148 companies 5 years ago, now 364
o $2B 5 years ago, $14.5B now
• $147 Mbps/month for breakeven in 2016; $37 Mbps/month in 2025
• 6 HTS constellations, $3.4B funding to date, 0% probability of LEO profitability
• ROIC in single digits (2015 was bottom)
• FCF down but increasing (2016 was bottom)
• C-band
o 200-400 MHz
o $0.5 to $0.6 MHz/PoP
o $15 to $20B post-tax proceeds
• Eutelsat will take some pricing hits that will offset volume growth
• Operators may be trying to load customers to show it is used by using lower prices
• Speedcast has bought a lot of service providers
Nick Dempsey (Barclays Capital))
• No one is interested in fundamentals of FSS
o Interested in C-band and constellations
• Analyst community is becoming somewhat of an echo chamber
o Lots of pressures on the FCC that are hard to predict
• Inflight connectivity (“IFC”) providers expected to consolidate but hard to see
happening in next 12 months
• Not sure about the business case for constellations
o Not likely to be successful public companies but may cause trouble for
others in the industry
o Need to fix the antenna problem
o The question is what applications they will impact the most – perhaps IoT
• Very little information about returns on capital spread out over time from operators
• Don’t think Eutelsat can get back to growth
• Managements are not fully disclosing risks of revenue loss – new things fall apart
that are never mentioned
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Sami Kassab (Exane BNP Paribas)
• A bit more positive than Nick
o Video trends and pricing is holding-up better in emerging markets
o Still question if volumes can offset falling prices
• Project Eutelsat and SES growing in next two years
o Both will have top-line growth
o Eutelsat video likely to grow over next two years
§ Pricing in 7-8W going up
§ Middle East growing
o Eutelsat fixed data will decline but consumer data may grow
o SES
§ Video will be declining with compression and modulation and
resolution not materializing enough
§ Data will grow
• Some money will be leaked out of the satellite operators – perhaps to earth station
operators
• Some value remains to be captured in the stock prices
• Political element at European level likely to prevent consolidation
• Terminal economics (antennas) will influence the success of the constellations and
also first mover disadvantage
o Technology change is accelerating, so first company will freeze technology
(OneWeb is 6 to 7-year-old technology)
o New entrants will benefit from new technology
• Management is as honest as they need to be – need to paint as positive a story as
allowed – that’s their job
• Managers dealing with technology change tend to over emphasize rebound and
new opportunities and protecting incumbent businesses
Ric Prentiss (Raymond James)
• Focus more on service provider side where there is growth
o ViaSat, GoGo, EchoStar, Iridium
• IoT is growth, IFC is a growth area as is maritime for new entrants – growth is
application specific
• Risk of a windfall tax – issue is what will be the net amount received
o May need 300 MHz but not all immediately
o Carriers don’t have an unlimited valuation
o Likely to be more MHz and lower price/MHz and some government taking
of the proceeds in some form
• There is more consensus among investors than among the participants
• Does not make sense to have lots of operators in a capital-intensive industry
(reason why telecom industry has declined)
o Satellite industry has been hard to deal with due to transparency issues
• Want lots of ROIC and cash on cash returns on satellite companies
o Don’t have this in the satellite industry
o Don’t report ARPU as they say it is secret – but wireless companies do
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o Not providing this data prevents investors from fully valuing them
Private capital can invest in new ideas because they can get details that are not
provided to the public markets

Simon Flannery (Morgan Stanley)
• Last quarter was bad for video – lost over 1.25 million subscribers – 70% from DTV
and DISH
o OTT is having a real impact
• Value C-band from $10B to $20B for 1st 200 MHz
o The 5G argument will cause the “market-based approach” offered by the Cband Alliance
§ Cable companies are likely to play at the margins
• PE angle is important
o Public markets struggle valuing companies with declining top line
§ Private markets do better (towers, FSS operators, etc.)
• Satellite operators provide much less info than others, e.g., data center companies
• Little information on backlog, customer concentration, etc.
• Pressure in the industry, and investors are taking a “show me” view due to
disillusionment
Giles Thorne (Jefferies Group)
• Price deflation is a good thing as it will unlock opportunities
• Intelsat won’t be growing; EchoStar and ViaSat will be growing
o Need to be indexed to data and be younger rather than older
• Germany is $0.13 MHs/PoP, but not clear that is relevant
• There has been an M&A thesis in the industry for three years
o SES/Eutelsat – but won’t happen
o Intelsat buying small operators – but won’t happen
o Resellers may consolidate
o EchoStar sits on worst/best balance sheet
§ It may be doing something
• C-band can change everything
• Cynical end of the spectrum about constellations
o Public operators have been leaden in managing the decline of their business
o Technical hurdles are going away; fixing the antenna issue is the largest
remaining one
o Anyone can think of an application, but that is different than generating
revenue from that customer
• Don’t think pricing info from operators needs to be released as the companies need
to engage in price discrimination
o Also, satellites are becoming more fungible
• It’s easy to put low cost capital into industries that are going to do something
different and say they will disrupt it without highlighting the challenges in private
markets,; harder in public equity markets
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Question: Will there be a C-band windfall to FSS operators?
• Unanimous YES
[Armand’s Comment: Wall Street Analysts are starting to get a decent grip on the satellite
industry again]
1.3 Lunch
Mike Pence, Vice President of the United States
• He is extremely interested in space issues
o Took vacations to Cape Canaveral with his kids to watch launches
§ This seemed genuine
• Insisted the U.S. will be going back to the moon
• Speech focused on U.S. domination of space in the future using the word
“dominate” several times

Photo credit: Summit Ridge Group, LLC

[Armand’s comment: Vice President Pence may have not realized he was speaking to an
international audience that may not have appreciated his focus on “U.S. Dominance” of
space J]
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1.4 Standards for Integrating Satellite in the 5G Future
Moderator
• Jennifer Manner, SVP of Regulatory Affairs, EchoStar Corporation
Panelists
• Balazs Bertenyi, RAN TSG Chairman, 3GPP
• Chris Boyd, Senior Director of Vertical Market Solutions, VT iDirect
• Antonio Franchi, Future Projections Division, European Space Agency (ESA)
• Ammar Khan, Principle System Engineer, Inmarsat Global, Ltd.
Balazs Bertenyi (3GPP)
• 5G can’t be a success without opening to new segments such as satellite
• Possible to have full 5G integration for satellites but may need to happen in phases
• Open standards go through enormous scrutiny
Chris Boyd (VT iDirect)
• Want to adopt and integrate satellite with 5G
o Faster approach
• Best to try to integrate satellite step-by-step in bite-sized chunks
• Chip manufacturers won’t come in until there are millions of units
• 5G – ultra reliable, low latency
o Satellite is reliable but not low latency
Antonio Franchi (ESA)
• Satellite sector needs to make sure it keeps pace to be able to integrate with
terrestrial telecom technology
• Lack of understanding of what satellites can do outside of the satellite industry
o Satellites can add global delivery needed by 5G
• Space community needs to figure out where it can play in the 5G telecom
ecosystem due to standardization as well as scale
o Cost competitiveness is important – need to reach scale
• There is a way today to produce services that are “5G compatible”
o No reason to wait to deploy services
Ammar Kahn (Inmarsat Global, Ltd.)
• Satellites should be part of 5G but satellite industry volumes are low volume without
economies of scale
• 5G will be more global and competitive with satellites as part of it
[Armand’s Comment – good to hear the industry taking seriously about 5G]
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1.5 How Machine Learning Offer to Revolutionize Satellite Operations
Moderator
• Caleb Henry, Staff Writer, Space News
Panelists
• Maria Demaree, VP and General Manager, Space Mission Solutions, Lockheed
Martin
• Rajeev Gopal, VP, Advanced Systems, Hughes
• Spencer Ziegler, Space UK, SCISYS
Spencer Ziegler (SCISYS)
• Operational techniques for a small constellation do not work with a large one
• Want to make them more valuable
• Machine learning not likely on the front line but more behind the scenes
• Government data is valuable and they often want to keep it in silos
• Inflection point with AI was 3-4 years ago
• Lot of data but much is useless (e.g., earth observation images with 100% cloud
cover)
Rajeev Gopal (Hughes)
• Profit is key and AI machine learning makes organization more efficient
o Just another tool – has been around for 70 years
o Ship 10,000 terminals a week – this level was unthinkable a few years ago
but still need more scale
• Machine learning has been used well in other industries and can open-up new
markets
• People have own biases; by removing silos things can be analyzed across areas
Maria Demaree (Lockheed Martin)
• AI is now finally being embraced
• AI is appearing everywhere
• Would be great if they could automate imagery analysis and other types of sensor
data
• People can be employed in software-defined satellites
• When putting different data sources together you find relationships you would not
have thought of earlier
• Sometimes data can’t be shared between groups or organizations due to security
issues – this makes roaming difficult on satellite networks
• Software-defined satellites are developing multicore processing in orbit – the
satellite become just another node in the system
[Armand’s comment: Lots of issues to work out with respect to security and general data
control before the full benefits of what machine learning can offer can be fully realized]
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1.6 The View from Venture Capital: Finding the Unicorn in the Haystack
Moderator
• Chris Quilty, Quilt Analytics
Panelists
• Chris Boshuizen, Entrepreneur in Residence, Data Collective
• Rob Coneybeer, Managing Director, Frontier Technology Inc.
• Ann Kim, Managing Director, Silicon Valley Bank
• Matt O’Connell, Managing Partner, Seraphim Capital
• Brian Schettler, Managing Director, Boeing HorizonX Ventures
Chris Quilty (Quilty Analytics)
• Looks like lots of supply coming to the launch industry
• Unicorn window seems to be opening
Chris Boshuizen (Data Collective)
• Lot of people are doing some of the same things in the launch industry
o Need to do something new and innovative
• Incremental business plans are 1) asking customers to switch (need to be better in
performance and price); and 2) takes a lot of money to build a complete service
• Capella Space is profitable
Ann Kim (Silicon Valley Bank)
• Lots of regulatory involvement with hardware companies
• 2018 had more infrastructure
o Future likely to be more software that is easier and quicker to exit
• Underwrite deals, in part, based on the ability to raise the next round of equity
• Space companies are not particularly unique when it comes as software as a
service
• OneWeb or Rocket Lab could be a unicorn
• Can break risk into pieces to manage it (insurance, progress milestones, etc.)
Rob Coneybeer (Frontier Technology Inc.)
• Have a longer time frame
o VCs still looking for a 6- to 10-year time horizon
• SpaceX is relatively easy to exit
• Lots of companies are likely to fail in any emerging sectors but the winners pay for
the losses of all the others
• Some launch companies might be a unicorn if it were public
Brian Schettler (Boeing HorizonX Ventures)
• Need to flesh out why something is unique and how will it be a sustainable
business?
• Most portfolio companies have venture debt
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Space has been a global industry for investing
o Corporate from Boeing has been helpful in identifying opportunity
Launch services are where unicorns might develop

Matt O’Connell (Seraphim Capital)
• Seraphim was a generalist firm and then decided to specialize in space
• British government got some of the big aerospace companies involved
• Amazon does not need to make money on the satellites – can make-up for this in
other areas
• In venture, there are lots of failures but the winners cover those losses
• Intelsat/OneWeb made sense even if equity kept value
o Expect more LEO/GEO deals before IPOs
[Armand’s comment: The increased presence of West Coast VCs in the sector is
encouraging. That they achieve some success is even more important for their long-term
support of the industry]
1.7 Legislative Issues Likely to Impact the Commercial Satellite Sector
[Notes for this session prepared by Randy Reynolds of Summit Ridge Group]
Speaker
• Erin Neal, Principal, Velocity Government Relations
[Randy’s comment: electoral turnover in the House of Representatives has divided the
Congress. New committee memberships, the upcoming presidential election, and a
shortened legislative window make progress on space-related legislative issues unlikely in
the near-term]
2018 Midterm Elections Results:
• Democrats gained 42 seats in the House of Representatives and won control, thus
dividing Congress
• Republicans increased their majority by 2 seats in the Senate but are still 7 votes
shy of the majority needed to end debate
• The number of women in Congress rose to a record 131
• The number of female and younger veterans is rising, but overall the number of
veterans continues to decline
• The 2018 midterm election was the most expensive in history; more than $5B spent
by campaigns across the country, including $1B by Democratic congressional
candidates
• In 1/3 of the 80 most competitive House races, the Democrat lost despite raising
more money
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Source: Summit Ridge Group, LLC photo of Velocity Government Relations session presentation slide

Space-Related Legislation
At the end of the outgoing 115th Congress space-related legislation was winding its way
through both chambers of Congress
• Creation of a military Space Force
o House version of FY18 Defense Authorization Act called for the creation of
Space Force within the Air Force; Senate did not agree – in conference they
commissioned a report that will provide a plan to establish a separate
military department for Department of Defense (DOD) space activities
o In March, the DOD proposed legislation that would establish a Space Force
as a separate branch in the Air Force (similar to the Marines which operates
under the Department of the Navy), give membership to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and create a new Undersecretary in Air Force for space. The proposal
will be considered in the 2020 National Defense Authorization Act (“NDAA”).
• Reauthorization of NASA
o No agreement was made for 2018; NASA is currently operating without
authorization
• Space situational awareness
• Monitoring of orbital debris
o Growing space congestion and plans by companies to launch thousands of
additional satellites into orbit have made this a more salient issue
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•

•
•
•

o Tracking infrastructure
§ The DOD currently tracks >20k objects in space
§ Last year the Trump Administration called on Congress to create new
protocols for tracking
§ The federal government is making plans to monitor space systems
and space junk; no agreement yet on which agency should be
responsible or what it should cost.
Payload mission assurance
o No agreement yet on the process by which “regulatory orphans” should
petition for authority to operate in space
o Bigelow Aerospace and Moon Express have paved the way, establishing
precedence with one-off authorizations from the Federal Aviation
Administration (“FAA”) but statutory authority for establishing this process
still does not exist
Commercial remote sensing regulatory reform
Launch regulatory reform
o Was not dealt with in the previous Congress so starting over from square
one in the new Congress.
As always, government space programs will need to be appropriated for (and
usually authorized) for fiscal 2020.

Source: Summit Ridge Group, LLC photo of Velocity Government Relations session presentation slide
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Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee
o Two new senators from each side of the isle
o Turnover at the top
§ Sen. Thune (R-SD) was replaced as chairman by Sen. Wicker (R-MS)
§ Sen. Cantwell (D-WA) replaced ousted senator Nelson (D-FL) as the
ranking member
o This committee has been the most active of all the authorizing committees
§ Have already approved two space related bills
• Space Frontier Act, a repeat of the version that was approved
in the Senate last year, which includes commercial remote
sensing and launch reform
§ In May will hold a hearing on new entrants into national air space.

•

The House has three committees covering the same jurisdiction of the Senate
Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee
o House Science, Space and Technology Committee
o House Energy and Commerce Committee
o House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
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House Science, Space and Technology Committee
o The elections brought wholesale change in committee makeup
§ Congresswoman Johnson (D-TX) moved from ranking member to
chairwoman
§ Chairman Smith (R-TX) retired allowing Congressman Lucas (R-OK)
to become ranking member
§ 17 new members, including almost all subcommittee chairs who are
nearly all freshmen
§ Most relevant for space issues, freshman Congresswoman Kendra
Horn (D-OK) Chair of House Space and Aeronautics Subcommittee,
and freshman Congresswoman Lizzie Fletcher (D-TX) is Chair of the
Environment Subcommittee that has jurisdiction over NOAA
o So far this year the Committee has been most active with hearings pertaining
to the Administration’s budget request for space related agencies for fiscal
2020; has expressed interest in a NASA funding bill and the issue of
situational space awareness and space traffic
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House Energy and Commerce Committee
o Congressmen Walden (R-OR) and Pallone (D-NJ) switched leadership roles
o Large number of Democrat additions – 8 Democrats and 1 new Republican
o The committee has not acted on any space issues yet but has jurisdiction
over the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in their charter
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House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
o Former Chairman Shuster (R-PA) retired and Congressman Graves (R-MO)
took over as lead Republican for the committee
o Congressman DeFazio (D-OR) assumed the chairmanship from ranking
member
o The committee had large electoral turnover with 25 new members
o Committee has not acted on any space issues yet this session but it has
jurisdiction over commercial space transportation
§ It was this committee’s leadership that objected to the Space Frontier
Act last December because the legislation included launch regulatory
reform that falls under the committee’s jurisdiction but was not sent
through the committee on the way to the House floor
o The FAA is currently operating under a stopgap authorization bill
§ The committee may engage in related commercial space
transportation matters if and when the authorization is extended
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Senate Armed Services Committee
o No leadership changes but 8 new Senators from both sides of the aisle
o In addition to the budget authorization, this committee has already held a
hearing on the administration’s proposed establishment of a Space Force –
based on the questions in the hearing it is evident the proposal is not popular
with committee members though time will tell based on what transpires after
the bill gets marked-up
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House Armed Services Committee
o Congressmen Smith (D-WA) and Thornberry (R-TX) swapped seats in the
power change in the House
o 18 new members this session
o For the first time in recent history this committee is expected to mark-up
their legislation after the defense appropriators come out with their bills –
the committee has been moving a little slower this year
o Space Force proposal
§ Not yet held a hearing on the Administration’s Space Force proposal
§ Chairman Smith has made skeptical public statements
§ Has supporters on both sides of the aisle –Strategic Forces
Subcommittee Chairman Cooper (D-TN) and Congressman Rodgers
(R-AL)
o The committee should submit mark-ups in June so we will know soon where
they stand on the Space Force proposal
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Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
o 2 new members; fairly stable versus last year
o Most of this committee’s activities happen behind closed doors
o Biggest public space related issues before this committee was last year’s
first ever nominee confirmation of the head of the National Reconnaissance
Office
o Has not had a bill become law since the Intelligence Authorization Act 2015,
so the intelligence community is currently operating without authorization
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House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence
o Congressmen Schiff (D-CA) and Nunes (R-CA) switched leadership seats
o 6 new members
o Most activity happens behind closed doors
o We do know that the committee has already held a fiscal 2020 budget
posture hearing for the two space- related agencies in the intelligence
community
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Senate Appropriations Committee
o No changes to this committee
o Has held a number of posture hearings for fiscal 2020 but has not yet set a
mark-up schedule; expected to do so by July as in past years

Photo credit: Summit Ridge Group, LLC
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House Appropriations Committee
o Membership
§ Congressman Frelinghuysen (R-NJ) retired
§ Congresswoman Granger (R-TX) became the lead Republican
§ Congresswoman Lowey (D-NY) became chair
§ 9 new members.
o House Majority Leader Hoyer (D-MD) intends to bring all 12 House
appropriations bills to the floor by the end of June, which will require
committees to complete their mark-ups in May
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Defense Authorization / Appropriations Bill
o The Authorizers usually go before the Appropriators, but not so this year in
the House
o Appropriators have claimed all of the floor time in June, requiring Authorizers
to wait until July to bring their bills
o Authorizers have not yet set their markup schedule but are expected to
begin to write their bills by July.
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Summit Ridge Group Summary
• With the Senate still in Republican hands, even though some of the committees’
leadership has changed, the agenda being pursued last year persists. Bills that
were introduced or marked-up last year have been reintroduced or marked-up in
the new Congress. In the Senate, issues that were in discussion previously are
continuing along the same path.
• The House had large electoral turnover: 92/435 new members, 21% overhaul. Most
legislation that was proposed last year has been ditched by the new House.
Committees are still working on educating their members on the issues at hand,
working their way through the Administration’s monthly delivery of budget, and
considering their platform for the rest of the session.
• Other than perhaps the creation of a Space Force, it does not seem likely that any
serious space policy issues will be considered by this House until late this year and
by then it will likely be too late. The new divided Congress requires more intensive
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bi-partisan cooperation and next year’s Presidential election and a shortened
legislative window are impediments to progress.
Defense Authorization/Appropriation Schedule
The President's budget request to Congress is usually delivered the first Monday in February. This year it
was delivered on March 11.

House Armed Services Committee:

Subcommittee mark-up
Full committee mark-up

Typically
Early-May
Mid-May

This year
June 4 & 5
June 12

Senate Armed Services Committee

Subcommittee mark-up
Full committee mark-up

Mid-May
June

May 20 & 21
May 22 & 23

GOAL: Floor consideration, conference & passage by Labor Day

House Appropriations Committee

Subcommittee mark-up
Full committee mark-up

Late-May to June
Within a week

15-May
TBD

Senate Appropriations Committee

Subcommittee mark-up
Full committee mark-up

July
Immediately after

TBD
TBD

GOAL: Floor consideration, conference and passage by October 1

Source: Summit Ridge Group adaptation of Velocity Government Relations session slide

Q&A:
• Question re: C-Band
o There was a suggestion that Congresswoman Matsui (D-CA) might
introduce legislation into conference enabling the FCC to take back some of
the proceeds…. Chance of this happening?
• Answer
o Most members of Congress are reticent to change the way the FCC
operates and its relationship between the Executive Branch and Congress
and its status as an independent agency. We may see some “riders,”
oversight activities or the exchange of letters, but a wholesale change or
overriding FCC activity seems very unlikely to be enacted into law.
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1.8 Keynote: SoftBank Managing Director Alex Clavel & OneWeb CEO Adrián
Steckel
Moderator
• Christian Davenport, Space Correspondent, Washington Post
Panelists
• Alex Clavel, Managing Director & Partner, Softbank Group Corp.
• Adrián Steckel, CEO, OneWeb
Adrián Steckel (OneWeb)
• OneWeb stayed away from the structural problem Iridium had
• No external debt
• Diversified revenues
• Believe consumer broadband will be large part of the plan
• Need to produce cash flow
• Big risks when Softbank entered
o Funding risk
o Technical risks (satellite and ground system)
o Execution (global business)
o Most of the above risks are mitigated
o Since 2015, funding risk has gone down
o $3.4 billion has been contributed to the company
• In short-term, most revenue will come from aviation and maritime
o Consumer broadband will build after user terminals come down
• Expect competition (assume two in business plan but may be only one)
• Satellites were more advanced a few years ago
o But will have 1st mover advantage
• Don’t need to be vertically integrated on launch
o Will take advantage of competition
• Launches cost more than satellites but coming down
o Are largest purchaser of launch services
• Important to have control of our sales
o Allows upside for equity holders
• Technology will improve over time
• Adding capacity is cheaper than initial coverage
• Slated to start production on June 3rd
o 2 satellites a day (8 hours) at full capacity
o Want to partner with anyone they can
o Launching 35 satellites per month
• Expect to get to 2 satellite per day in September/October
• Cost of customer premise equipment (“CPE”) should be low enough that if it breaks
the easiest thing to do it to replace it
• Have large regulatory team to deal with licensing issues, etc.
o Complicated with lots of execution required
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Have people who are experts on space debris
o SpaceX may have moved to lower altitude due to OneWeb concerns about
space debris
In-orbit servicing will happen but not focused on it yet

Alex Clavel (Softbank)
• Have a priority spectrum position globally
• Not a science experiment company – doing this for financial returns
• Softbank capacity
o Softbank in interest in space as a source of bandwidth
o Softbank not in charge of launch capacity any more – prefers to have a
financial role
o Company will now manage sales and marketing as any other company
1.9 Evening Events
• Hogan Lovell’s outdid themselves again with their annual Satellite Eve party
o Kudo’s to Randy Segal’s Bourbon picks (see below)

Photo courtesy of Hogan Lovells US LLP
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Major SpaceX failure
o While the SpaceX has revolutionized the launch industry, they have been
less successful handling party admissions
§ Inexplicably, the Summit Ridge Group team was unable to gain
entrance to the SpaceX party at the Hotel Monaco.
o Armand’s Comment: We believe this SpaceX failure threatens to overshadow
major industry achievements

Outside Hotel Monaco – as close to the supposed SpaceX party as the Summit Ridge
Group team was able to get [if Summit Ridge Group did not see it, it didn’t happen]

Source: Summit Ridge Group, LLC
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2 DAY TWO – Tuesday, May 7, 2019
Armand’s Takeaways from Day Two
Satellite industry, in general seems ready to work with the telecom sector. At least
telecom folks are being invited to speak at a major industry event such as Satellite
2019. But it’s also clear that the telecom sector has an outdated view of the satellite
industry and, generally speaking, is not familiar with many new developments including
HTS.
2.1 General Session – Global Satellite Operators: The Future is Now
Moderators
• Tara Bamburg, Manager, Inflight Wi-Fi and Entertainment, Southwest Airlines
• Emma Park, Vice President, Europe, Sigfox
• Akther Javid, Director IoT Strategy and Partner Management, Sprint
• Mark Holmes, Editorial Director, Aerospace, ViaSatellite
Panelists
• Rudolphe Belmer, CEO, Eutelsat
• Steve Collar, President and CEO, SES
• Mark Dankberg, Chairman and CEO, ViaSat
• Daniel Goldberg, CEO, Telesat
• Stephen Spengler, CEO, Intelsat
• Rupert Pierce, CEO, Inmarsat
Stephen Spengler (Intelsat)
• EPIC was good, but technology has changed
o Armand’s comment: amazing concession
• Industry is moving from hardware to software-based industry
o Planning next generation fleet of flexible satellites
o No details yet
• IS-29e
o Focus was on restoration as fast as possible due to layers of redundancy as
well as help from others
§ SES, Telesat and Eutelsat
Steve Collar (SES)
• Execution is most important for SES – growing the business
• Video is big, but not generating growth
o This is why we went deep into data with O3b
• Opportunities with the U.S. government
o New cloud opportunities opening
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Rudolphe Belmer (Eutelsat)
• Video is 60% of revenue and even more of market capitalization
o Stable to slightly growing
• Exposed to OTT but more in developing countries and Eastern Europe with less
terrestrial infrastructure
o More exposed to DTH which is less exposed
• On LEO side, it does not make sense for broadband for the next few years, but it is
good for IoT
Daniel Goldberg (Telesat)
• Doesn’t see the market differently than most other companies
• Growth is broadband connectivity
o But still strength in the video market
Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
• Over 2,000 broadband ISPs in the U.S. – ViaSat is in the top 20 by subscriber
o With over 100 Mbps ViaSat is also near the top
• Looking at willingness to pay more for better speeds
• Fastest growing IFC
• Entering maritime now
• ViaSat-3 has almost 4x the capability of ViaSat-2
• 30% Y/Y revenue growth
o Scaling the business to be able to continue to finance their fleet constellation
Tara Ramburg, Southwest Airlines: Sometimes a mismatch between customer expectation
and actual performance of the IFC systems?
• Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
o Some satellite systems aren’t capital efficient to meet customer
expectations, but ViaSat’s is
• Stephen Spengler (Intelsat)
o Another aspect of the customer experience is how easy it to use? Can
consumers automatically roll into logging-on
• Steven Collar (SES)
o Good news: IFC was not really even around 5 years ago
o Bad news: it does not work ideally yet and some early over-promising
o Takes time to build systems and manage expectations
• Rudolphe Belmer (Eutelsat)
o Want something that looks like fiber to customers
o How can be sure we can offer 100 Mbps and make it free – can solve this
with VHTS satellites in 2023
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What information do decision makers at airlines need to get and how do you explain it
• Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
o Easy to make it look good with one test plane; it’s much harder with
hundreds of planes – then it becomes a more complex network problem
o Cannot serve more devices than passengers on a plane
o Next hurdle is “what is the business model?”
o Working with airlines and other to manage brand and develop business
model – willing to share technical and economic data with airlines to make
this happen
• Steve Collar (SES)
o Need to explain the economics – things get enabled when large amounts of
data are available on planes
• Daniel Goldberg (Telesat)
o It’s a new business we are making lots of investment and still learning
o LEO constellations are best situated to make this work
• Stephen Spengler (Intelsat)
o It’s the satellite industry’s job to make it understandable to the airlines
o Satellite industry needs to understand the economics of the airlines and their
customers – did this with Air France and Orange
• Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
o Look at productivity of satellites – ViaSat-3 will have same capacity of a
constellation of LEOs at 1/10 the price and can get polar coverage with
GEOs
What are the priorities you are focusing on?
• Daniel Goldberg (Telesat)
o Backhaul connectivity, aeronautical, maritime, government are focused – all
looking for same things – big pipes, low cost, resiliency, etc.
o Will have 8 terabits of capacity on our LEO system
• Stephen Spengler (Intelsat)
o Focused on air, business jets (underserved from a connectivity perspective
– deal with SatCom Direct), fishing, etc.
o Network operations and optimization is our focus; VARs deal more directly
with specific customer needs, etc.
Akther Javid, Director IoT Strategy, Sprint: The need for connectivity is growing. 5G is an
accelerator for growth. How should carriers view satellite operators or use them when
dealing with 5G?
• Steve Collar (SES)
o Use satellites for reach (3G, 4G or 5G)
o We’ve been doing a lot of work to reduce costs – 4G has a long way to go
• Stephen Spengler (Intelsat)
o We are actively involved with mobile operators in developing and developed
areas
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o HTS has changed the business case for rural connectivity as have ground
technology – solar panels, antennas, etc.
o 5G will be an extension of that but it will take a while for 5G to be broadly
deployed and 4G will be imbedded in 5G
Rudolphe Belmer (Eutelsat)
o Use satellite for extending reach
o Also concerned with keeping frequencies which are needed to help mobile
operators
Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
o Offering cheap plans for rural communities – not much money in those
towns, so satellite can help make that viable
o Cooperate by looking at what service rural areas need and make roaming
possible to allow lowest cost options available there.
Daniel Goldberg (Telesat)
o Just completed 5G trial with Vodafone and Univ. of Surrey
o Have time to work together with mobile operators to get it right

Satellite has perception as expensive niche
• Stephen Spengler (Intelsat)
o That is an old perception – satellites are now much more cost effective
• Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
o Different dimensions of value (latency, peak speed, volume) – these
dimensions diverge in satellite (more volume if you can accept latency)
o Latency is not as important to most people – is 1 ms latency the dominant
feature of a 5G network?
• Rudolphe Belmer (Eutelsat)
o If our niche is to 2-5% of telecom sector, that is a big niche
• Steve Collar (SES)
o Satellite industry has come an enormously long way – becomes really
interesting when talking about cloud and how that increased importance of
connectivity
• Daniel Goldberg (Telesat)
o Perception is that satellite is niche and expensive, but industry needs to
change/chatter those perceptions – not a layer 2 ethernet service
o Need to add service guarantees, etc.
Tried to explore satellite, but cost has been extremely high. Still has perception that it is
high especially when adding hardware, etc.
• Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
o Need to work on the network design
o Can make it very cheap – village Wi-Fi set-up for under $1,000
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Emma Park, Sigfox: What is the business case for satellite IoT?
• Rudolphe Belmer (Eutelsat)
o Need to bring connectivity at low cost and power requirements to connect
the billions of objects (10-12 euro/yr/object)
o Need to address market with different technologies including LEO nanosats.
Work with hybrid solutions
• Steve Collar (SES)
o The more we are able to demonstrate success the more use cases that exist.
• Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
o Need to look at IoT business models
§ Not every device needs to have a separate subscription
§ Can be aggregated into other pipes such as Wi-Fi and be a small part
of it
§ Even in rural areas, like farms, may see combination of IoT
subscriptions as well as IoT through other pipes
§ Cloud is not unique to LEOs or MEOs – Exceed supports apple
music, etc.
o Lots of players in satellite
o What are the vertical solutions for extreme robust connectivity in the middle
of the ocean, etc.
• Daniel Goldberg (Telesat)
o Need to look at l-band such as Globalstar and Iridium
• Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
o Ka-band may eventually get there, but will be expensive
• Stephen Spengler (Intelsat)
o Due to technology change it may get more confusing before it gets clearer
o Need tracking over oceans, etc.
• Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
o Single purpose satellite systems are very risky. Need to look at lots of
markets. Go to emerging markets and analyst networks and see if satellite
can bring efficiency
• Rudolphe Belmer (Eutelsat)
o Many applications that could be served by direct to satellite connectivity –
auto tracking, life jacket tracking people lost at sea, etc.
o Can we perceive a technology that can address these – we think we can do
this with a low-orbit constellation in ISM band
§ Cost of each satellite is under $1 million
§ Business risk is low and opportunity is huge
• Armand’s comment: seems like the business case is still under development
TD Daily: Will CBA (“C-band Alliance”) succeed?
• Stephen Spengler (Intelsat)
o It’s a long complex process but we have put forward a solid proposal that
will protect customers and help enable 5G, a national priority
o Growing consensus around the approach but it is in the FCC’s hands
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Rudolphe Belmer (Eutelsat)
o Most be focused on public notice released last week that may open the
approach to consider other stakeholders

Paul Dykowitz, StockInvestor.com: Does VP Pence’s emphasis on space help industry
• Stephen Spengler (Intelsat)
o Greater emphasis will increase innovation, investment, etc.
• Steve Collar (SES)
o Shows increased understanding and emphasis of space issue at senior
government level in the U.S. and elsewhere
• Mark Dankberg (ViaSat)
o Wiill create more demand for satellite services other than voice and simple
data including broadband data
Which areas should we be watching with respect to stresses and challenges for the
industry?
o Steve Collar (SES)
§ The 28 GHz challenge. Industry did a good job with C-band but not 28
GHz.
§ Global economic cycles are less important, but technology disruption is
always challenging.
§ Can finally see growth again but that was not viable for a long time
2.2 Current Trends in Phased Array Antennas for GSO and NGSO-based User
Terminals
Speaker
• William Malloy, Chairman and CTO ThinKom Solutions, Inc.
•

Requirements for Phased Array Antenna
o Seamless global coverage (under 15 deg, 10 deg preferred)
o LEO and MEO can accept low gain-to-noise temperature (“G/T”) as it will
give away spectrum efficiency
o Need to work on channel sizes at least as large as 250 MHz
o Polarization flexibility needed
o Need to perform at high temperature extremes
o Low power (under 50 watts) so it can work on ethernet
o Commercial airlines like antennas that can be installed overnight
o Military is active in Q band and V-band; going to E and W band
o Trend to higher and higher frequencies
o Want to combine phased antennas to increase G/T and to provide
redundancy
o Remains to be seen if military telematics will start
o Need a lot of ground stations to get gain – need to be able to reconfigure
antennas
o Enough room in the market for multiple solutions
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•

o Full digital beamforming has some advantages with time, etc., but downside
in terms of cost
o Lots of creativity on lens-based approaches
Armand’s comment: Looks like the engineers still have a lot of work ahead of
themselves

2.3 Software-Defined Satellites for a Software-Defined Industry
[Notes for this session prepared by Randy M. Reynolds of Summit Ridge Group]
Moderator
• David Hartshorn, CEO Geeks Without Frontiers
Panelists
• Richard Ambrose, Executive VP, Lockheed Martin
• Nicholas Chamussy, Executive Vice President, Space Systems, Airbus Defense and
Space
• Frank DeMauro, Senior Vice President & Space Systems Group President, Northrop
Grumman Innovation Systems
• Greg Quiggle, VP of Product Managemet, Kratos
• Martin Van Schaik, Senior Vice President, Thales Alenia Space
•

Frank Ambrose (Lockheed Martin)
o Understanding where the technology is headed is critical to determining
where to make investments. How will LEO satellites play a role? How quickly
will the technology change and how will that inform operators’ decisions
around the type of satellites, their lifetimes, redundancy, how many are
launched at the same time, what role for satellite life-extension? Will
customers be looking for shorter-lived satellites? What appetite for
software-defined satellite systems with generic hardware? Is the industry
headed toward smaller satellites or will there continue to be demand form a
mix of large and small spacecraft? Northrop Grumman’s approach is to stay
in the small to medium size market.

•

Discussion lead by David Hartshorn regarding life extension & software-defined
satellites
o Frank Ambrose (Lockheed Martin)
§ There are a lot of satellites that are fully operating but running out of
fuel. Northrop believes there will continue to be interest in operating
those satellites.
o Martin Van Schaik (Thales Alenia Space)
§ It is volatile market with a lot of change recently; customers are not
certain whether to go with small satellites or large. Software-defined
satellites are the future. Now we have to get better at software, where
traditionally strength was in hardware. There has been an enormous
increase in the amount of software aboard Thales Alenia satellites;
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provide as much flexibility and adaptability to the customer as they
can. Importance of the ground segment is growing with the
complexity of constellations.
•

Question from David Hartshorn: How is procurement changing with the use of
software-defined satellites?
o Martin Van Schaik (Thales Alenia Space)
§ Complexity of options and settings grows with software-defined
satellites.
§ It becomes an iterative approach that takes more time with
customers. It used to be 2-3 months and a deal was struck. It takes
time to explain the possibilities software-defined technology enables
to the customer.

•

David Hartshorn: Does the rapid refresh via software updates or the layering in of
new capabilities to the satellite make longer planned lives for satellites more
logical?
o Martin Van Schaik (Thales Alenia Space)
§ Today we are able to update software on satellites, for example cyber
security updates, but not able to wholesale upgrade the capabilities.
Management of the complexity of the systems will primarily be on the
ground station.

•

David: Tell us about these activities at Airbus?
o Nicholas Chamussy
§ We have been doing software-defined for a number of years. Seek to
reduce cost of Mbps and increase flexibility. Spending huge R&D.
More than 15 GEO satellites with processed flexible payloads already
in orbit. This is key to our strategy.

•

David Hartshorn: How does software-defined change the proposition to the
customer? Is it geography, the flexibility of moving beams, the applications…?
o Nicholas Chamussy
§ All of the above.

•

David Hartshorn: What are the drivers in terms of functionality of software-defined
satellite for customers? We know that there is downward pricing pressure on
capacity globally (in the commercial realm especially) and that contract lengths are
getting shorter – is the ability to be nimble with software-defined satellite
capabilities more important than ever before?
o Nicholas Chamussy
§ What we are focused on now are mid-sized satellites with processed
payloads with very short turnaround time – from EDC to orbit delivery
in 18-24 months.
§ Very flexible without much customization required.
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o Greg Quiggle
§ Innovation in space
§ Innovation in telecom w/ software-defined networks
§ The ground system really hasn’t changed much in the last 10-20
years
• If we don’t innovate on the ground much of the advancement
in satellite capabilities will not be realized
• Kratos fully digitizes the ground station
• The goal is to move much of the traditional hardware housed
in ground stations into the cloud
• Dramatically reducing cost per bit opens up possibilities for
new business models (e.g. infrastructure-as-a-service, usagebased pricing).
•

David Hartshorn: Kratos is an authorized Amazon reseller?
o Greg Quiggle
§ Yes
• Amazon has a product called virtual ground station – the
product is oriented around providing flexible connectivity
• Amazon service is all about making the ground station a
service using shared infrastructure – allows a lot of the
downlink hardware that used to exist in the ground station to
reside in AWS

•

David Hartshorn: How does partnership with Amazon AWS change your business?
o Richard Ambrose
§ Ground costs far outstrips the cost of the satellite over decades, even
for the largest satellites
§ Need to grapple with how to receive all the data coming in a cloud
infrastructure
• Once in the cloud the processing can be done anywhere and
you can bring unlimited resources to it
• Initially we needed to work out how to get the satellite signal
into the cloud without covering the ground with parabolic
antennas – accomplished this with a “fractionated” approach.

•

David Hartshorn: Importance of the ground signal – what are you doing in that
space?
o Martin Van Schaik (Thales Alenia Space)
§ Developing a secure cloud for both commercial and defense
business.
o Frank DeMauro
§ Investing in ground control
§ Protection/encryption focus has been on government segment but
now looking to address commercial.
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•

David Hartshorn: What is the value proposition to the customer of software-defined
satellites? Hearing about security/cyber… is cyber the killer-app for the satellite
industry? Are software-defined satellites’ capabilities to thwart would-be attackers
going to be the key differentiator for the industry?
o Martin Van Schaik (Thales Alenia Space)
§ All of the bits we serve today have a significant cybersecurity
component
• Opportunity because it will have to be maintained and
continually upgraded
• Need to protect both infrastructure and payloads
• No one has yet switched off a satellite in space.
o Richard Quiggle
§ Customers aren’t asking for software-defined satellite
§ The industry is deploying software-defined satellite because it is the
technology that addresses the customers’ desires
§ When you implement software-defined satellite you necessarily open
up more exposure to cyber threat
§ Will have the most basic forms of AI on satellites in five years to
identify and contain threats

•

David Hartshorn: Optical, quantum encryption, these kinds of innovations… how
central are they to reinforcing security?
o Frank DeMauro
§ NASA’s laser testing is very promising.
§ Communication between satellites and cross satellite links will be
critical to the large constellations that are being proposed.
o Nicholas Chamussy
§ Software-defined satellite flexibility allows for the closing of business
cases that couldn’t close before – mostly commercial customers.
Armand’s comment: it’s impressive how much progress the manufacturers have
made in the past few years – to bad it seems to have taken significant revenue
declines to spur needed innovation

•

2.4 Delivering Critical Data from Any Size Platform
Speaker
Shelley Petroy, Manager, Earth Science Mission Development, Ball Aerospace
[Armand’s comment: fragmented notes – technical presentation and I missed some parts]
• Ball Aerospace - The CubeSat Landscape
o Lots of new things are now feasible that were not feasible in 2011
§ Due to power, thermal and other issues
§ Now we can do rain radar, high resolution optical scanners,
microwave radars, Polarmeters, etc.
o Components/instrument sizes
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Metamaterials – have properties not found in nature to add new
optical properties
§ Instrument size is often determined by number of optical elements
incorporated
New material allows for very narrow discrete range of light and can skip
across the spectrum
§ Free-form optics CAB design systems that don’t behave like
spherical optical elements do – this allows shrinking of telescope size
(as much as 50x)
CIRIS
§ New sensor system at Ball; use small plates to replace larger cones
If you add a metamaterial spectrometer it can get much more capability
Thinking differently about science missions
§ Power, data rate and thermal control
§ Can project be adapted to get information that smaller satellites can
handle
§ As miniaturization rises, mission success increases
§

o

o
o
o

2.5 Ka-, Ku-Band Backhaul Solutions for a New Wireless Age
Moderator
• Karen Emery, Director of Product Management, iDirect Government
Panelists
• John Finney, Founder, Isotropic Systems
• Yossel Gal, VP Sales Operations System, Gilat Satellite Networks
• Marzio Laurenti, CEO, Telespazio Brazil
• Ramesh Ramaswamy, SVP and General Manager, International Division, Hughes,
an EchoStar Company
• Ignacio Sanchis, CCO, Hispasat
Karen Emery (iDirect)
• 5G is exciting but 4G will be paying the bills over the next 10 years
Imarzio Laurenti (Telespazio Brazil)
• Can only solve issues by having intelligence on the edge to manage synchronization
Ramesh Ramaswamy (Hughes)
• Cell backhaul started with 2G and capacity needed has increased; equipment costs
dominated
• As data has increased; data costs dominate
• Satellite cost per bit is decreasing so it can become more mainstream
• Intelligent routing for different types of traffic is holy grail
• May have terrestrial, satellite (GEO and LEO) paths
• Guts of how to do this is available but need more intelligent software that will get
there
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•
•
•
•
•
•

In normal 2G, 3G not a lot of complexity on the edge but this will likely change with
5G
Likely to have 4.5G in rural areas for a while
LEO/MEO will have a role in 4G so much 2G and 3G left in the market
Standardization makes sense but at what level does it makes sense to lower cost;
going too far it stifles innovation
Standardization makes more sense in the mobile industry
Does not make sense to go beyond standardization at a high level

John Finney (Isotropic Systems)
• Harder to make money in rural areas so wireless has not expanded there as much;
most is done not to make money but for compliance purposes
• Incremental wireless cost is almost zero, but satellite cost is incremental
• 5G is not like to make any contribution to the “other 3 billion”
• Mobile backhaul will enter a new era
o Frequencies have evolved to higher industries
• Different frequencies are different uses
• Cellular data traffic is like an airport as it requires synchronization
o Small amount of voice but requires high levels of availability
o Some premium video streaming
o Need to offer mobile operators more than just a single frequency solution
§ They can figure out which link to use for each type of traffic – this is
the holy grail
• Anything that requires tracking today costs more than the cost of the base station
– it’s a huge barrier to overcome especially in sparsely populated rural areas
o Need to help telcos drive revenues with increased geographical reach
Yossi Gal (Gilat)
• Can get coverage to rural areas in way that will still be profitable but perhaps less
profitable
o We do half of our business with telcos
o Need to make sure the profitability stays three
• More than 2/3 of the satellite backhaul is still 2G
o This will change
o New satellite economics will allow this
§ Need to bring the message to telcos as they are not fully aware
§ Seen as cost as opposed to a liability
• Cost per Mb matters as opposed to the frequency bands
• CapX piece is also important
• User experience needs to be top priority; many technology issues are solved
o Can now get 100 Mbps on handset
• Want to get this over satellite in rural areas to be a mainstream player
o If small cell radio is $10k, you need a low-cost antenna as well – can’t be
multiples of the cost of the radio
o Largest factor today is cost of capacity
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o Probably won’t be equal to terrestrial capacity but need to add value where
it is harder for terrestrial (reach, multicasting, etc.)
Ignacio Sanchis (Hispasat)
• C-band is no longer required as rain fade issues have dissipated
o Data is more flexible as long as connectivity is available
• Ka-band is now viable since cost is the dominant factor
o Satellite standardization on 5G makes sense – may need to standardize
further to be accepted with 3GPP
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3 DAY THREE – Wednesday May 9, 2019
Armand’s Takeaway from Day Three
• Business plans for NGSO broadband systems are better developed than in the past
but only a few likely to become operational.
• Satellites now at the point to potentially work with MNOs more actively on backhaul
due to price declines
3.1 Opening General Session: Our Collective Role in Empowering Women and
Cultivating Diversity in Aerospace
[Notes for this session prepared by John A. Tardio of Summit Ridge Group]
Moderator
• Charity Weeden, President and Co-Founder, Lquinox Consulting
Panelists
• Shelli Brunswick, Chief Operating Officer, Space Foundation
• Rebecca Cowen-Hirsch, Senior Vice President-Government Policy And Strategy,
Inmarsat Government
• Debra Facktor, Vice President and GM-Strategic Operations, Ball Aerospace
• Celeste Ford, Founder and Chair, Stellar Solutions
• Carmen Gonzalez-Sanfeliu, CCO, ABS Global Limited
• Rebecca Keiser, Head-Office of International Science and Engineering
• National Science Foundation
• Kay Koplovitz, Founder, USA Networks; Co-Founder, Chair-Springboard
Enterprises
Celeste V. Ford (Stellar Solutions)
• Early in career, she was the only woman at a launch but everyone knew her
• Felt need to be careful when saying anything
• Need an inclusion plan – allows all voices to be hear
Carmen Gonzalez-Sanfeliu (ABS Global)
• 30 years in the industry
• Diversity and inclusion matter – race and gender do not matter
• Not an engineer – business and sales focus
• Important for women in the workplace to support each other
• Important for leaders to understand how to motivate
• Three important people in career: mentor, supporter, alia
o Mentor to talk with you
o Supporter to talk for you
o Alias to talk about you
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Rebecca Keiser (NSF)
• Diversity and inclusion
o Diversity – variety of people
o Inclusion – make sure actively participate in the thought process
• Pull out views and opinions of team
• Formal meeting rooms are often set up in a way that does not encourage everyone
to participate; instead, she prefers to meet in common area
• She asks people for their views
• Helps people find their voice regarding their favorite work-related topics
• Date is available to see if organizations are inclusive
Kay Koplovitz (Springboard)
• Started career in satellite industry
• Wrote a paper about GEO satellites
• Motivated by Arthur C. Clarke
• Early in career recognized satellites necessary to deliver TV content
• Did not think of herself as a woman but as an industry leader
o Be a leader of women and men
• Left USA Network in late 90s
• Did not see capital flowing to women-lead businesses so started Springboard
Enterprises to help women communicated with financing community
• She is a disrupter
• Diversity
o Comes from entrepreneurs
o Brings new thinking
• Economic imperative to have diverse space industry
Debra Facktor (Ball Aerospace)
• Diversity not an accident but key to growth
Celeste V. Ford (Stellar Solutions)
• Need organic growth plus new ideas and opportunities
• Reaches into talent pipeline because more success if more diversity plus diversity
gets people to stay
• Reaches down to junior high school to get kids to become engineers and enter
space industry
Question re: female entrepreneurs vs. non-female entrepreneurs
• Kay Koplovitz (Springboard)
o Companies built by women have more diverse workforces
o Women raise less capital
§ She is trying to close this gap
o Women companies outperform in terms of revenue, growth, etc.
o Women entrepreneurs leading way regarding corporate structures
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Question re: more welcoming satellite industry
• Shelli Brunswick (Space Foundation)
o Do they offer programs that attract and welcome women and minorities
o Other programs that welcome adults to the space industry
o Female entrepreneurs vs. non-female entrepreneurs
•

Rebecca Keiser (NSF)
o Important to reward good inclusive behavior and punish bad behavior
o No grant/off grant if sexual harassment
o Funding speaks loudly
o Inclusiveness considered in grant proposals

Question re: action taken to co-workers to increase diversity
• Rebecca Cowen-Hirsch (Inmarsat)
o Accountability
o Be aware of unintentional bias
o Be mindful of our judgements
o Seek out and ask for contributions
o Diversity –invited to party but are they really give a voice/opportunity to
contribute
o Welcome and invite new ideas.
[John’s comment: as the father of two daughters, great to hear leading voices in the satellite
industry provide a female perspective regarding diversity and empowering women]
3.2 The Role of Satellites in On-Demand Provision of Wireless Networks
Speaker
Dr. John Baras, Professor, University of Maryland
• More and more devices coming on to network
• Network slicing is important
• Can take some networks and divide them to different types of devices/business
(a piece to smartphones, a piece to IoT, etc.)
• Network CPS – technology systems where physical and other components are
tightly integrated
• Networked CPS are ubiquitous
o Can use to run algorithms to optimize machines that interact (e.g., wind
farms)
• Convergence of mmWave, 5G, SDN, NFV, IoT, MEC, etc.
o SDN architecture allows slicing
o MANO Functional Blocks allows for control
• Satellite constellations need
• Keys to acceptance of satellite-terrestrial integration
• ESA has done some work on this
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3.3 NGSO Communication Innovation: Technology and Market Updates
[Notes for this session prepared by John A. Tardio of Summit Ridge Group]
Moderator
• John Hill, Principal Director, Space Policy, Office of the Under Secretary of Defense
for Policy
Panelists
• Ken Flowers, Vice President-Government, Iridium Communications
• Dylan Browne, President-Government Business Unit, OneWeb
• Paul Mattera, Vice President of Business Development and Sales, Kymeta
• Paul “Rusty” Thomas, Program Manager-Blackjack, U.S. Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (“DARPA”)1
Ken Flowers (Iridium)
• Iridium is everywhere; cell networks cover 10% of earth’s surface
• Comments re: Iridium NEXT, CSpOC (Combined Space Operations Center), Aereon
• Iridium NEXT
o Reconstitution of satellite constellation
o 81 satellites/75 launched/66 operating and 9 spares
o Flying supercomputers with phenomenal performance
o Aereon
§ Satellite-based ADS-B global air traffic surveillance and tracking airtracking
o Broadband capability
§ 350 kbps up and down on the move
o SFAB
§ Security Force Assistance Brigades
§ 6 new brigades working with coalition partners
• Iridium enabled capabilities – doing extremely well
o SFAB/Mission Link
o Blue Force Tracking
o C17 FlytLINK
o Ocean of Things
o In Transit Visibility
• Iridium concerned about space debris
o Involved in 1st major space collision in 2009 with Russian satellite
DARPA’s Blackjack program aims to develop and demonstrate the critical elements for a global highspeed network in low Earth orbit (LEO) that provides the Department of Defense with highly connected,
resilient, and persistent coverage. Blackjack seeks to incorporate commercial sector advances in LEO,
including design of LEO constellations intended for broadband internet service, of which the design and
manufacturing could offer economies of scale previously unavailable. DARPA is interested in
capitalizing on these advances to demonstrate military utility, emphasizing a commoditized bus and
low-cost interchangeable payloads with short design cycles and frequent technology upgrades.
1
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•

o CubeSats have no boosters
o No management capability or policy regarding de-orbit so CubeSats
become rocks in space
Aereon
o Space based air traffic control
o Provides flexibility to planes beyond range of traditional air traffic control
systems

Dylan Browne (OneWeb)
• 650 satellite to be launched
• User terminal uses Ku-band
• Feedlink uses Ka-band
• 40 gateway sites in the ground system network
• 99.7% availability
• Uses a cellular waveform – creates speed to and from terminal
Paul Mattear (Kymeta)
• LEO orbit
• They are the ground piece to provide connectivity
• Created a flat panel antenna
• LCD crystal panel
• Reduced the logistical requirements for DoD
• Efficiencies are not where the want them to be
• Kymeta U7 Terminal
• COTM: communications on the move
• Also NOTM (networking on the move) and COTP (communications on the pause)
Rusty Thomas (DARPA)
• DARPA project
• Executed re: LEO
• Military’s space activities pivoting to LEO
• Space no longer a sanctuary
• 20 spacecraft demo with 90-satellite system the ultimate objective
Discussion re: OneWeb’s coverage over oceans
• Capacity exists over oceans but demand is land-based
• Core business is connectivity
• Mobility is a key market
• Ground coverage locations selected to optimize coverage
• Most of ocean can be connected to one of the planned gateway locations
• Need market access
Discussion: debris tracking, space situational awareness, and managing space debris
• Ken Flowers (Iridium)
o Concern is thousands of satellites without active management capabilities
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o
o
o
o
o

Not enough real estate in space
Need to manage space junk
Collisions create additional debris
C-Spire/CSpOC: tracks space debris
Advocates governance to control space debris

•

Dylan Browne (OneWeb)
o Credit to Iridium for transparency, which is key
o Debris mitigation: satellites have propulsion and control systems to de-orbit
o 1st satellite came with a harness to allow for its being grappled

•

Rusty Thomas (DARPA)
o Need better tracking
o ATC’s ability to track airplanes suggests we have the technology to track
satellites
o Can’t bring down satellites that are unusable

•

Paul Mattear (Kymeta)
o DoD: not flexible enough and not good at working with certain sources of
expertise

Discussion re: Blackjack
• 3 phases
• Blackjack not same type of system as a commercial LEO system
• A unique military-specific LEO system
Discussion re: standards for NGSO constellation
• Paul Mattear (Kymeta)
o No incentive
o There are multiple modems
o Not sure how the systems work together
o Industry not mature enough
o Market forces not yet able to compel standardization
o No central authority to compel standardization
•

Dylan Browne (OneWeb)
o Hopes to have interoperability
o Goal is to expand market
o Current systems require resiliency

Question re: RF traffic in space
• OneWeb
o Progressive use technology
o Used by OneWeb’s partner, Airbus
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•

DARPA
o Considering optics-based communication to respond to RF traffic issues

[John’s comment: general consensus that orbital junk is an increasing material issue,
possibly because demand for orbital real estate is increasing as LEO constellations
becoming a reality]
3.4 Tech Demo Presented by RigNet: Enabling and Securing Digital Transformation
Over Your VSAT Connection – From Sensor to Synapsis
Presenter
Brendan Sullivan CTO/CIO, RigNet
• RigNet does specialized reliable remote communications
o Have diversified in recent years to adjacent vertical and “up the stack”
to give oil companies “speed to value”
• Frequency band and technology agnostic on a worldwide basis
o Growing in other areas to protect base
• Trying to build a “neural network” in the oil patch
o Math has existed for 40+ years
o Now edge-computing and fast networks can make it work so oil rigs can
learn from each other and update in real time
• Many applications work OK in testing but not when you add latency and packet
loss
o Increases exposure to security risk – 52% of cyber-attacks last year were
against energy
• RigNet has been “super highway” for oil rigs
• Digital transformation – was formerly measured in 10 years
o 2014 was a tipping point to unlock savings using digital
§ Need to make 40% margin at $50/barrel – in many places that loses
money.
• Many oil rigs are now idled
• A few % improvement can be billions of dollars
• Lots of growth in video applications and specialty applications
o Can get one operator to sit in a control room and run five rigs at once
§ These can never go down
§ If they go down for more than an hour need to shut down followed by
an 8-hour re-start process
o Value added services tested in VSAT system help save money
§ Can tune a process in real time
§ Can keep tuning over time
• Potential trillion-dollar savings for customers!
• Some use AI for predicative maintenance (a rig shutdown can cost $5M a day)
• Lots of people doing white papers to show and document these savings
• Adaptive Video Intelligence (“AVI”)
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•

•

o Can run HD video over 90 kbps. 2 It changes the number of frames per
second depending on the amount of motion
o Can do analytics on video with AI-based frame analytics to detect/flag
issues
Lots of things needed for security
o Military-grade encryption can add 24-40% so most people turn this down
and expose themselves to risks
§ RigNet bought a company CyphreLink to use different kinds of
hands-off encryption to give military-grade encryption
• It’s hardware-based encryption uses less than 0.5% overhead
– key in in the chips at each end – also adds no latency
o Intelie is another company they bought
§ Oil rig has 6,000 sensors sending 80,000 data points per second
§ Intelie can organize it all in real time (less than a second latency)
§ Has responsive AI – can take over rig. Has done 4x this year to avoid
major problems
§ Reads the states of rig (14 states) and then adjusts the normal
expected parameters – projects a few seconds forward to allow for
latency to Amazon AWS servers
§ Brazil customer can now drill a well 3x faster than 4 years ago, saving
over $100 million/year
§ Other customer suggests that non-productive time went down 0.5%,
saving $500M
o Have sealed pressurized iPads to as not to blow-up the room – everyone
can stay in touch real time
Smart Connect partner has a small device with several connectors to make LORA
gateways to track people (included accelerometer to detect if someone falls) and
all kinds of details for find someone

3.5 Profitability at the Bleeding Edge: Fact or Fiction
[Notes for this session prepared by John A. Tardio of Summit Ridge Group]
Moderator
• David Hartshorn, CEO, Geeks Without Frontiers (GWF)
Panelists
• Andrew Beard, CEO & Co-Founder, VANU Inc
• Troy Etulain, Project Director, Digital Development, FHI 360
• Jean-Philippe Gillet, Vice President & General Manager, Networks, Intelsat US LLC
• Sergy A. Mummert, SVP, Business Development, Americas , SES
• Vinay Patel, Senior Director International Division, Hughes, an EchoStar Company

2

SRG note: not sure of resolution loss.
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David Hartshorn (GWF)
• Session Focus:
o Who does what for low ARPU customers
o Looking for business models to provide access to underserved communities
Andrew Beard (VANU)
• 1.2 billion people without any connectivity
o These people need and can pay for it
• Need a sustainable business model to create scale and address this need
• Off-grid markets are very different and require unique approach
Question for Andrew Beard (VANU) re: potential synergies between power industry and
underserved communities
• Have to reduce power needs; shrink the power budget
• Some traditional power equipment is high theft target
• Need to work logistically with power providers
• Also need mobile payment options
• Connectivity creates additional opportunities
Question for Andrew Beard (VANU) re: working with MNOs
• MNOs bridle if it is suggested that they are not providing service to underserved
areas
• VANU helps MNOs generate revenue from underserved communicates but it takes
time convincing MNOs they are can work together and are not competing
Jean-Philippe Gillet (Intelsat)
• Bleeding edge is everywhere
• Impact of connectivity is huge
• There is a market that can be expanded
• Scalability and sustainability are key goals
Question for Jean-Philippe Gillet (Intelsat) regarding sale of Coca-Cola to underserved
areas, bigger picture of selling other items, and need for power
• Good business to do good; social enterprise
Vinay Patel (Hughes)
• Hughes at the bleeding edge for decades
• Sells satcom ground equipment
• Trying to help MNOs get into the underserved areas
o Power infrastructure key issue
o Dependent on manual labor
o Protect from theft
• Introduction of mobile service leads to other activities, e.g., communication with
other neighboring towns/villages
• Also work to bring Wi-Fi hotspots
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o 32k hotspots reach ~25 million people
o Low ARPU (~$1)
o Proven to be profitable
o Hotspots in Russia generating revenue of several hundred dollars
Wi-Fi hotspot challenges
o Where/what town
o Who will host
o Who will secure
NSR said 40% of VSAT service revenue comes from Wi-Fi

Question for Vinay Patel (Hughes) re: importance of mobile payments
• Mobile payments important but not very important
• For retailers selling the service, their ability to make payment is key
• Payment may be manual with no mobile banking
• Often the retailers pay for access and sell access
Question for Vinay Patel (Hughes) re: low ARPU environments and competition
• Hughes has not run across a lot of competition
• Hughes using Facebook’s Wi-Fi platform
o Platform is very impressive with multiple user nodes
Troy Etulain (FHI 360)
• Deployed connectivity in Democratic Republic of Congo
• Work with Vodacom
o Vodacom added sites after initial deployments
• Sees widening of digital gap
• Shore up deployment of solutions – doing their own deployments to leverage
demonstration sites
• Boko Haram destroyed tech infrastructure in Nigeria
• Need to liberate spectrum laws to create ease of entry to use spectrum
Question for Troy Etulain (FHI 360) re: liberalization of spectrum usage
• Countries not using all of their low-band spectrum
• Charge less for sub-national spectrum to reduce exclusivity
• Slow going to change spectrum license mentality – educate re: economies of
liberalizing spectrum licensing
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Sergy A. Mummet (SES)
• Operate in 2 orbits: GEO and MEO (O3b)
• Range of offerings to the bleeding edge
• Needs to be scalable and sustainable
• Avoid overtaxing system
Question for Sergy A. Mummet (SES) re: partnering with IBM about cloud services
• Cloud is a broad term
• Focus is B2B segment
• Moving from legacy system to cloud
o Ultimately will be hybrid
o Need to improve performance
• Comment from Troy Etulain (FHI 360)
o Potential with cloud
o MNOs divesting towers
o Tower business is more stable than MNO business
Discussion re: cloud
• Andrew Beard (VANU)
o In the cloud, key area is management of sites – remote site management
o Example given of using Express Wi-Fi to do system checks
§ Keep maintenance costs low
§ Use data analytics
§ Use combination of Azure & AWS
[Armand’s comment: impressive progress on implementation]
3.6 WRC-19: What’s at Stake for the Satellite Industry
Moderator
• David Meltzer, Secretary General, GVF
Panelists
• Leonardo de Morals, Chairman Anatel
• Jennifer Manner, SVP, Regulatory Affairs, EchoStar Corporation
• Kenneth Turner, Deputy Director, Spectrum Policy, U.S. Dept of Defense Chief
Information Office
• Charles Glass, Chief International Spectrum Policy Division, GVF
• Hazem Moakkit, VP, Spectrum Strategy, Intelsat US LLC
WRC-19 Agenda
• 28 GHz is not on the agenda
Charles Glass (GVF)
• Lot of work to make sure planned systems are not hindered
• Agenda Item 1.13 is hard but everyone is focused on solving it
• 5G is an integral part of the 5G ecosystem
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Need to fight paper satellites but want to enable growth opportunities for the
satellite industry
The agenda item one is that you think will be easy, but that turns out to be difficult
Regulators are starting to look at innovative regulations to build economies of scale,
but not build impediments to business
Want proper protection of 24 GHz but also allow 5G – working with NASA, NSF,
NOA, etc.
Most CubeSats would not be covered by short duration rules, but larger ones would

Hazem Moakkkit (Intelsat)
• This WRC is not as contentious as the last one with C-band
• Agenda Item 1.13 may be hard
• Agenda Item 1.6 (NGSO) – technologies look for a nod to secure regulatory future.
Important to unlock value in the technologies
Leonardo de Morais (Anatel)
• We need to be careful about 1.13 and 6 as they are overlapping
• Brazil will work hard for integration of satellite and 5G
o But don’t want too many constraints
Jennifer Manner (Echostar)
• 23 GHz in bands above 24 GHz
• Building Jupiter-3 with V and W bands
• Only 4 GHz primary for satellite asked for
• Don’t want undo restrictions on satellites
• Hard to change satellites once construction starts
o 1.6GHz is a co-primary band for satellite and terrestrial
o In 2014 most late night time was spent on “future agenda items”
o Agenda item 7 is also important
o NGSO work was started in 1995 but only now is becoming a reality with O3B
§ Certainty and harmonization are important
Kenneth Turner (U.S. DoD)
• Hopes U.S. goes in with a balanced approach at the conference and is successful
• Lots of competing interests with no easy answers
• Lots of delegates and nations means there will be complicated issues to resolve
o Some things may not get resolved and will need to be pushed to the next
one
Question Veena Rawat (GSMA)
• Questions are complex
o Flexibility is the name of the game
o Need to find innovative ways to have flexibility and not hardwire too much
into the regulations that limit flexibility
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Best if everyone starts working together now as opposed to last
minute at the conference
o WRC won’t be in Geneva this year
§

[Armand’s comments: too bad everyone can’t play nicely in the spectrum allocation
sandbox J]
3.7 SIA Reveals its 2019 State of the Satellite Industry Report
[Notes for this session prepared by John A. Tardio of Summit Ridge Group]
Panelists
• Carissa Bryce Christensen, Founder and CEO, Bryce Space And Technology, LLC
• Anton Dolgopolov Senior Analyst, Aerospace Engineering and Satellites Bryce
Space And Technology, LLC
• Therese Jones, Senior Director of Policy, Satellite Industry Association (SIA)
• Tom Stroup, President, Satellite Industry Association (SIA)

Source: Bryce Space and Technology for Satellite Industry Association
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Source: Bryce Space and Technology for Satellite Industry Association

Report Highlights
• 2018 industry Revenue
o $277.4 billion
§ $269 billion in 2017
§ $261 billion in 2016
§ $255 billion in 2015
§ $246 billion in 2014
o 3% growth over 2017
• Launch Industry
o $6.2 billion revenue
o 34% increase over 2017
o Record number of commercially procured launches
o Excluding CubeSats, U.S. built 23% of launched satellites
o 114 orbital launches, of which 43% carried SmallSats
§ 90 in 2017
§ 85 in 2016
§ 86 in 2015
§ 92 in 2014
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o 328 SmallSats launched, of which 39% were remote sensing or tech
o 2018 record year for Chinese launch providers
§ 39; all captive except 1
o No commercial launches in 2018 from Russian providers
o 28 completed orbital lance contracts in 2018 vs. 30 in 2017
o Capacity
§ Significant new capacity launched in 2016 and 2017 driven by HTS
§ Growth in HTS capacity results in lower overall cost per Gbps
§ Companies plan to deploy up to 30 Tbps through 2022 (estimated at
3 Tbs today)
• 5 Tbps GEO
• 25 Tbps LEO
§ Increased capacity and lower costs lead to more affordable
broadband connectivity; greater data volume and speed offered to
multiple markets
Satellite Manufacturing
o $19.5 billion revenue
o 26% increase
o 25% commercial communications
o 59% U.S.
o 9 GEO satellites ordered in 2018 – 4 ordered from U.S. manufacturers
Satellite Services
o Largest segment – $126.5 billion revenue
o 1.7% overall decrease due to satellite TV and transponder leasing markets
o Radio and broadband revenue increased 7% and 12%, respectively
o Radio and broadband subscribers increased 4% and 6%, respectively
o Mobile satellite service revenue increased 3%
o Fixed satellite service segment: managed network services increased by 7%
to offset decreasing transponder leasing revenue
o U.S. share of satellite services revenue was 40%
Satellite Ground Equipment
o $125.2 billion revenue
o 5% increase
Satellite Industry
o Greater than 77% of space economy
o 2,100 operational satellites vs. 1,261 in 2014
o Lot of satellite growth in areas of remote sensing/space observation (16%
in 2014 vs. 29% in 2018)
o Capacity
§ Significant available capacity
§ Demand expected to need and exceed that capacity
o Uncertainty regarding high growth areas
Operational GEO satellites
o 448 in 2014
o 520 in 2016
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o 558 in 2018
3.8 Closing Session: From the Outside Looking In: Industry 4.0 in Space
Moderators
• Jeff Matthews, Specialist Leader Deloitte
• Catherine Melquist, Director of Business Development, Private LTE, NetNumber,
President Mobile Satellite Users Association (“MUSA”)
Panelists
• Jon Brickey, SVP, Mastercard
• Jeb Linton, CTO IBM Watson and Cloud Platform
• David Reichert, Global Bus Dev, Electronics & Imaging, Interconnect Solutions,
Dupont
• Tom Tengan, Director of Digital Enterprise, Siemens Digital Industries
• Michael Wittek, Manager, EMD Performance Materials, Merck KGaA
Michael Wittek (Merck KGaA)
• Investing heavily in next generation of flat antennas – trying to use the infrastructure
of flat panel TV production
• Materials business is B2B; pharma is getting more patient centric
• Wi-Fi standard is too slow for latency; new 5G latency will enable lots of things
• Challenge for satellite service is cost – is it competitive?
o Need a cost-efficient antenna
• Lots of outsourcing of services and hardware
Tom Tengan (Siemens)
• Can move lots of things to the cloud; can move lots to the edge
• Connectivity is everything these days – need nimble ability to respond to requests
in all phases of business
• Cannot have connectivity breaks – consistency and reliability are very important for
using satellites
David Reichert (DuPont)
• 21 of 23 layers in the spacesuit are from DuPont, materials on Mars rovers and
other things
• Looking at new clear film/screen that you can read and then fold an put in your
pocket
• Don’t see how space-based storage will be cost effective but collecting in space
and sending it back may make sense
• Years ago we did everything in house – now we go out and buy it – have become
more of a user of IT services
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Jon Brickey (Mastercard)
• Mastercard is a technology company in the payment industry
o Need to detect fraud in milliseconds
• Need to make sure communications are available
o Lots of room for redundancy – satellite will have a role in this
• It all about having connectivity everywhere, especially in underdeveloped areas –
satellite is often the only option
• People don’t care where their data is as long as it is secure and available – security
is an issue due to contested space environment
• Moving away from data centers and private networks
• Lots of IoT security companies but mostly an afterthought with IoT systems designs
Jeb Linton (IBM)
• Think of the cloud as something that is pervasive to the edge and even IoT
o Many 5G devices are a movement toward containerized workspaces
• Investing particularly in AI and security
• Many users in 5G will be machines
• Combinations of new infrastructure will lead to new things
• Lots of standards debate – low latency will allow many new things
• Will see lots of satellite in automobile communications
o Also in small form communications (IoT)
• Satellite will be a critically important adjunct to terrestrial services
• Private networks are not going away – ultimately about security and isolation – what
is built into the platform?
• People are increasingly requiring that they have control over their own data so
strong need for strong authentication with privacy controls
• Outsourcing data solutions has been a long-term trend
• Would be great if a car could connect reliably to two satellite constellations for
diversity and access
o Hardware will work on whatever standards area developed so that hardware
does not get obsolete
• Working on satellite supply chain using blockchain
[Armand’s Comments: kudos to Satellite 2019 organizers for bringing in these “edge”
industry participants]
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3.9 Evening Events
The evening’s highlight was the Sheppard Mullin party at the “Baby Wale.” The event has
grown over the last few years into a premier social event for satellite industry people
watching J
Sheppard Mullin was not able to supply pictures of this event. But this is my recollection
of the exciting evening

Source: public domain photo
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4

DAY FOUR – Thursday May 9, 2019 (1/2 Day)

Armand’s Takeaway from Day Four
• GEO is adapting to a changing industry and demand is finally rebounding a bit
4.1 Executive Roundtable: GEO Services Five-Year Forecast
Moderator
• Maher Ezzeddine, CEO, Ideanco, Harvard Business School Aerospace Alumni
Association
Panelists
• Ian Dawkins, CEO ITC Global SVP Network Operations, Panasonic
• Dara Panahy, Partner Milbank, LLP
• Kevin Steen, President and CEO, iDirect
• Richard Mortellaro, SVP, Satellite Services, EchoStar Satellite Services LLC
• Chris Quilty, President, Quilty Analytics
• Marcus Vilaça, CTO, Yahsat
Marcus Vilaça (Yahsat)
• Latest satellite was a few months late to get to orbit
• Acquired Thuraya in August
o Traffic is increasing
• Upbeat on whole market
o Partnerships with EchoStar going well
o Video is slowing
o A few years for competition from constellations
• GEO capacity have increased dramatically over last 10 years
o Future improvement might be slower
• RFP for next generation Thuraya satellite is close to going out
o Lots of internal approvals
o Want contract in place by end of the year – so launch 1st replacement in 1H
2023
o Next generation will give more bandwidth and increased coverage
• For communications purpose don’t see an integration of large GEO and LEO
constellations – won’t happen
Richard Mortellaro (Echostar)
• EchoStar is unique
o Own and operator 24 GEO satellites – 4th largest operator in the world
o Own Hughes Network Systems
o Leaseback to DISH
o Small FSS business
o L-band over Europe
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Market is volatile – won’t see 20 GEO orders a year
o Seeing demand and supply is shrinking to bring supply and demand in line
o Traditional GEO will be more focused on broadcast
EchoStar is healthiest of satellite operators
o Lots of cash
o Looking for ways to expand – bullish on GEO
o Seems like there is pent-up demand
Government applications are interesting but they only want one-year commitment
With newer technologies there are more efficient ways to use satellites and cost of
satellite bandwidth is no longer expensive
Broadcast market is eroding but other applications to address
o Maritime, aviation, etc.

Kevin Steen (iDirect)
• iDirect serves operators in making ground networks
• Advancements in software-defined technology will cause GEO to always be around
o Will co-exist with LEO and MEO
o All need to interoperate
• Flat panel technology is a disruption that needs to happen
• Some markets will pay more for higher priority; others are more price sensitive
o Flat panel antennas are critical
• Cyber security requires collaboration to make sure it is done right
• Disruption by definition is unexpected
o LEOs will figure out the antenna
o My job is to be ready so clients can use LEO if they want
Ian Dawkins (Panasonic)
• Want to look at the aircraft environment
• Important to have aircraft connected
o Passengers, but also ovens, kettles, etc. – want to be able to provide all of
this
• Newtec and iDirect are coming together and improving capabilities
o Need to do more than just drive price down – need to improve product
• Rolling our HTS with AP-Star-16
o Mobility is complex
• Lots of people pushing new technology
o Maybe 10 years before global low latency footprint
• Panasonic is focused more on the network than on the satellites
o Apply their value-added services to this in lots of verticals (energy, maritime,
etc.)
o Will see an exponential use of data but needs to be done efficiently
§ Lots of issues about how you bring it all together
o Going forward QoS is becoming more important
§ Redundancy is important – recovery from IS-29e was fast
• Need to work to help make LEO happen
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Chris Quilty (Quilty Analytics)
• Some growing demand (aviation, maritime, cellular backhaul)
• Industry problem is on the supply side
o Too many operators
o Hard to consolidate
o New entrants
• Manufacturers can’t consolidate either
o SS/L can’t sell
o New entrants Mitsubishi and OVH
• Down from $2,000/Mhz to $100/Mhz without many bankruptcies
• 5G is an opportunity – will take a long time to deploy and may detract from rural
deployment
• Intelsat has had 22 quarters of Network Services business decline
• Valuations move dramatically in the market but versus other industries it seems the
industry is trading at a discount
• Some applications like voice and IoT are latency sensitive but had to beat
economics of GEO for broadband
o The trick of LEO is the antenna that does not exist yet
o Likely one or two LEO constellations build
o Government has indicated they will buy capacity
• Order rate for GEO has largely stopped but real threat is likely further out
Dara Panahy (Milbank)
• Satellite industry has matured from a government activity to a private one
o This evolution is still evolving
o Went to big companies and big banks
o Now more risk tolerant and new sources of capital and faster innovation
• This has put regulators in a bind and they try to manage it
o National security issue
o Orbital debris
o Frequency interference
o What can a private company do
§ Can they go to the moon and mine resources?
§ Can they put a colony on Mars?
• Industry is maturing and people are willing to take higher risk for higher return
o Space-based 3-D printing, etc.
• Time for modernization as much regulation is 1950s or 1960s era regulatory
framework
o Now playing catch-up (especially Luxembourg)
• It’s inevitable that there will be an integrated LEO and GEO constellation
o Each do different things efficiently
o Networks are becoming more inter-meshed
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4.2 Achieving Record Breaking Spectral Efficiency
Moderator
• Ana Perez-Neira (CTTC – a research center in Spain)
Panelists
• Keith Johnson, COO and Executive Vice President, Speedcast
• Dave Rehbehn, Vice President, International Division, Hughes, an Echostar
Company
• Michel Zimet, Senior Broadband Product Manager, Intelsat U.S. LLC
Michel Zimet (Intelsat)
• As systems integrator we look at the whole chain to get to the lowest cost
o Larger antenna, available beams, etc.
o How we work with operators
• Issue with illegal operators that create interference
• Ease of installation is important
o Need to reduce complexity in dealing with beams on Epic
o Flex allows user to use whole system
• User experience is also important; speed is not everything
• Equipment manufacturers need to participate in standards committees to work
on 5G and related standards
• Work with ecosystem of partners
o Development needs to work together with ecosystem of partners as an
industry group
• Epic is open architecture; can use same antennas
• Companies are losing expertise in satellite sector so we need to offer more of
an end-to-end service
o Big challenge to deal with customers operating all kinds of hubs, etc.
• Open to participating in broader industry discussions about improving situation
o Deal with wide array of customers, etc., so will likely target a more flexible
approach
• Can regularly get over 4 bits/Hz
Dave Rehbehn (Hughes)
• Goal is to get most efficiency out of the system
o Close to 500 Gbps out of the system
o More than just at the physical layer
• Cost per gigabit is a huge metric
o Next satellite will be close to $1M per gigabit
o Want to get lowest cost to consumer
• Could massively increase capacity if we use larger antennas
o But that would cost more and be harder to sell
• If an antenna is off even slightly it reduces efficiency
o Need to use software to evaluate performance of antennas
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In some areas, like cruise line, CapX is not as importance
Have introduced a waveform to transmit http “gets”
o Not efficient but helps performance (down to 85% efficiency)
SD-WAN allows integration of service and decides to send something over
satellite or over terrestrial methods
Believers in cell backhaul but still early days for 5G
o DVB-2X is more efficient than 5G but maybe lower layers can be
integrated
o Don’t see how a 5G base station on a satellite would help
Hughes has designed and optimized Ka-band
o Most of terminals are fixed to get lower cost but this lowers flexibility [SRG
comment: maybe due to older nature of Jupiter-1]
Lose some efficiency with open system architecture, etc.
o Can use a single wave form and get tremendous multiplexing capability
o Close network allows to gain efficiency
Artificial intelligence, etc. in tremendously important.
o Few people in operations center – use AI, etc. to figure it out
60%+ of capacity on our network is Video
o Had used DPI and traffic shapers to help optimize (e.g., don’t need full
HD on cell phone)
Attend IEEE events and other telecom forums to reach out to rest of the industry
to ensure that satellite is accommodated
Don’t know how Netflix is offered – not cached, it is unicast
o Don’t stop subscribers from using video but may ratchet down data rates
with permission
o Using 256 QUAM 5

Keith Johnson (Speedcast)
• Technology must be deployed best at satellite and ground system level
• Cruise ship customers are driving the push to greater speeds
o Will likely continue to increase
o Bonding beams, etc.
• Oil company using cloud applications to improve performance
• Replacing antenna with tri-band to add O3Bb to rigs
o Very happy paying for extra antennas because of the value of the
application
• Question of whether 5G will be best use of satellite frequency versus other
options
• Will likely be other options to consider
• Learn to play to your strengths – to agnostic to one particular solution, etc. need
to learn about what is coming up
• Tradeoff between reliability, flexibility, redundancy, etc.
• Looking for ways to implement robotics, AI, etc. to improve performance
• Over 50% of satellite launched by CubeSat, universities, etc. are not active
• May create interference, space debris, etc.
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